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Executive Summary 

An action packed digest this week; lots and lots of charts to cover to determine the weight of the evidence. All in all 

we think we’ve got a pretty convincing story to tell. Although there’s a possibility that all we got is a triple bottom 

at around SPX2120, and that’s all the market will give us, short term the market did eliminate the Bullish option of 

the two choices it had over the past weeks, and the S&P500 should ideally now be on its way to SPX2115-2100 for a 

long term bottom.  

Market breadth is across all indices even more extremely oversold then last week and set ups are now starting to 

get in place from where significant bottoms materialize. The put/call ratio and VIX confirm these set ups. 

How to trade this? 

We still forecast that a break below SPX2125 targets SPX2105-2100. And we also foresee a significant bottom around 

those levels. But, we will only go long on a strong reversal, not prior, as the market can head lower and often has a 

tendency to overdo things. An immediate break above SPX2155, which is also the 50d SMA, before heading lower 

first, will be a first signal the low is in. It will all be confirmed with a break above SPX2170. Our TIs will help us guide 

in this decision too. 

Please remember that cash is a position too. In sideways/uncertain markets it can in fact be the best position to be 

in: when in doubt stay or get it. Once the break out or -down occurs based on the (above mentioned) price levels 

cash can then be deployed to enter the right position.  
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Elliot Wave Update 

Over the past two weeks we had two counts/paths (red and blue). Not until yesterday did the market (finally) 

eliminated one of the two; the (Bullish) blue count, so we can focus on the (Bearish) red. The S&P500 didn’t muster 

to get all the way to SPX2163 as we forecasted and stalled at SPX2155; still not a shabby forecast if we may say so. 

Since then it’s been chopping its way down.  

In Figure 1 we show two ways of counting the same beast: OEW and EWT. Both are valid, both get to the same 

answer. We simple wanted to show the difference. We now have positive divergence on the hourly RSI5, and a 

somewhat triple bottom (SPX2120-2115), but ideally we still would like to see Fib-extension targets reached at 

SPX2105-2100 to fulfill the c=a=75 and c=a=55 relationships and our (very) long standing ideal wave ii target zone.  

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts: two ways of counting the same beast (OEW on top, EW at the bottom). Triple bottom? 
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Market update 

The numerous A.I. non-ideal buy/sell signals on the daily chart of the S&P500 over the past 2 months show how 

sideways-choppy the market has been; clearly corrective in our humble opinion. Prior postive divergences on several 

TIs have now however disappeared and all TIs are pointing dow wanting to see lower prices. Money Flow is gunning 

again for the ~20 level, from which important bottoms are formed. Similarly the RSI5 is now oversold, and the A.I. is 

soon oversold and gunnin towards levels and a setup from which an ideal buy can be generated. The price chart 

shows support at the SPX2115-2110 zone and at the lower solid black trendline, now at 2105. Both fit with the price 

targets determined on the hourly chart. Only a direct close from here above SPX2155 (50d SMA) will mean the low 

is in. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart: Several recent positive divergences disappeared. Support at SPX2115-2105 
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The weekly S&P500 chart (line chart to show closing prices only as to reduce intra-day noise) shows how price closed 

below its 20W SMA ((SPX2142) for the thirds time in a row and the weekly TIs continue to point down/are on sell 

wanting to see lower prices. Note though that all weekly SMAs (20, 50, 100, 150, 200) are still pointing up, and 

stacked bullishly (20>50>100>150>200) and thus the long term trend remains up, while support remains at SPX2100,  

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart: closed again below 20w SMA. Next support at SPX2100. 
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Our easy to understand 34-day trading interval & simple trend line chart shows how price turned up one day after 

the October 14 interval, but turned down on the October 19 Bradley Turn date, which was medium strong, showing 

the importance of these dates. Price once again bounced again off the green horizontal support level, SPX2120, but 

remains below all the important trend lines. A break below SPX2120 targets SPX2100; in line with the daily and 

hourly charts. 

Zooming out further, our “big picture chart” shows support at the (important) lower black long term trend line, 

which –once again- also resides at SPX2100.  

Figure 4. SPX Time-Fibs and longer term trend lines for support and resistance. 

 

 

 

Bottom line: from the hourly to the daily to the weekly charts, from the short term to the long term, we can 

deduct there is a lot of support at the SPX2115-2100 zone. Based on this, wave count, etc we expect the S&P500 

to bottom in this zone (SOON) before heading higher. 
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Market breadth 

Knowing market breadth allows for a “glimpse under the hood.” Therefore we are will assess all market breadth 

charts we follow this week: McClellan Oscillators and Summation Indices for the S&P500, NYA, and NASDAQ (SPXMO, 

SPXSI; NYMO, NYSI, NAMO, NASI; respectively). Why not only 1 or 2 charts? Because if all charts tell the same story 

the weight of the evidence then points to the same possible outcome. First up the SPXMO and SPXSI: we see that on 

Friday the SPXMO actually went up on a down day, which is confirmed by the %-stocks above their 50d-SMA (see 

insert): first warning sign for the bears! The SI is now below 0 and its RSI14 is now at the 2nd most oversold reading 

since this Bull began in March 2009. History tells us that from these setups important lows are formed.  

Figure 5. SPX-MO and SPX-SI: both remain in sell mode, but SPX-SI is once again extremely oversold. 
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Moving on to market breadth indicators for the NYA, we see a similar set up: The NYMO has now the potential for 

double positive divergence, while once again entering our “buyable zone”. In addition, the NYSI is like the SPXSI 

dropping below 0 (buy zone) and is also extremely oversold. The green box shows the only reasonable similar setup 

we could find for this Bull. However, there is no turn in sight yet, so we have to wait for breadth to turn back up and 

provide buy-signals first. 

Figure 6. NYMO and NYSI: both remain in sell mode, NYSI also again extremely oversold. 
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Lastly, market breadth for the NASDAQ. Also here we see possible positive divergence, and breadth dropping once 

again into our “buy-able” zone. The NASI’s RSI14 is now at its 2nd lowest since the March 2009 Bull started –black 

solid horizontal line- and the lowest reading (black dotted vertical line) tells us that back then in 2010, the market 

bounced, dropped to a marginal lower low and then rallied for another year. Although past performance is no 

guarantee for future results, it’s the closest analogy we have with the current situation. 

Figure 7. NAMO and NASI: both remain in sell mode, but SPX-SI is once again extremely oversold. 

 

Based on the other 4 markets’ breadth charts, it thus appears we see a similar story as that from the prior price 

analyses: the market is much closer to a significant bottom then a top and if a bottom is struck (SOON) it will 

very likely be a significant one. 
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Miscellaneous 

The put/call ratio can be used as a contrarian indicator at extreme high levels (>0.900 and <0.500). On Friday it 

reached 0.78, which is its tied-1st highest reading since the BREXIT low. We would really like to see a spike up to 

>0.900 to confirm “a bottom is imminent”; but it may well be that this is as good as it gets. Bottom line; the majority 

has now puts in place betting on continued downside. The majority is often wrong.  

The VIX was once again was rejected at the descending dotted red trend line; putting in a 3rd lower high since early 

September low, while price in essence dropped to the same level (SPX2120); this is a bullish divergence. The green 

box shows that price on the S&P500 remains on a closing basis simple range bound. VIX did close above its 200d 

SMA and $15, which often leads to continued upside in the VIX (and thus downside on the indices). 

Figure 8. CPCE spiking, but not yet at “bottom imminent” levels. VIX rejected at trend line and making lower highs. 

 

 

Bottom line: the put/call ratio and VIX are getting close to “bottom imminent” levels/setups; in line with market 

breadth and the price charts. 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

ALOHA 
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